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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: This form covers the GOES-17 ABI Land Surface Albedo (LSA) and Bidirectional Reflectance (BRF) products.The GOES-17 ABI LSA and BRF products are now Provisionally validated and are ready for operational use. Here are a few notes from the review panel:- Note that the performance of the products from GOES-16 and GOES-17 was basically identical, so the notes below all also appear in the GOES-16 form. These products use ABI bands 1-6 as inputs, and those bands are not affected by the GOES-17 ABI Loop Heat Pipe anomaly. Therefore the "warm season" performance of the products is nominal.- The user request for LSA was received from the NWS Environmental Modeling Center (EMC) in 2017, but nobody from EMC participated in the review and they have not been the loop during the product's operational transition. Following the review on 8/26, EMC was contacted and they have preliminarily confirmed interest in using the product for model validation purposes. We suggest continuing to engage EMC during the march toward Full Validation, and to help them get set up with the data pulls.- There was some question about the file format that EMC requires, but after checking the user request, they did specify netcdf, which is the format that the ground system is providing. So unless EMC changes their request, no action is needed on this.- The review team noted some differences between the science code output running at STAR and that coming from the ground system. They tracked down the source of the problem and recommended that some updates are needed to the ground system implementation to fix these bugs. We recommend following through with submitting the proper ADRs to address these problems.- Despite these differences, the validation presented at the review showed that both products do meet the specifications, and this was the primary reason for recommending Provisional validation. - A relatively limited summertime validation dataset was examined, so the panel recommends continuing to add to the validation dataset with a more diverse set of observations, particularly during the wintertime to capture some snow cases.- A problem was noted with the metadata coming out of the ground system. Please submit an ADR to have this fixed, and also make note of this issue in the Readme files.
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